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Abstract
Early diagnosis of persons infected with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) through diagnostic testing
and screening is a critical priority for individual and public health. Emergency departments (EDs) have
an important role in this effort. As EDs gain experience in HIV testing, it is increasingly apparent that
implementing testing is conceptually and operationally complex. A wide variety of HIV testing practice
and research models have emerged, each reflecting adaptations to site-specific factors and the needs of
local populations. The diversity and complexity inherent in nascent ED HIV testing practice and research
are associated with the risk that findings will not be described according to a common lexicon. This arti-
cle presents a comprehensive set of terms and definitions that can be used to describe ED-based HIV
testing programs, developed by consensus opinion from the inaugural meeting of the National ED HIV
Testing Consortium. These definitions are designed to facilitate discussion, increase comparability of
future reports, and potentially accelerate wider implementation of ED HIV testing.
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Need for Consensus Definitions

The importance of human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) testing in the emergency department (ED)
has long been recognized,1 and the Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recently charged
emergency providers with making HIV testing a ‘‘rou-
tine’’ part of clinical emergency medical care.2 Although
still in its infancy, ED-based HIV testing has grown
beyond the few initial pioneering centers.3–12 Ongoing
clinical programs, research studies, and demonstration
projects are under way in many EDs, often with funding
from a variety of organizations, including health depart-
ments, the National Institutes of Health (NIH), the
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ),
the CDC, and various private foundations. The program-
matic details of ED HIV testing are complex and are
highly dependent on individual settings. As a result, vari-
ations in methods for ED HIV testing are becoming
increasingly apparent.7,11,13–24

As ED HIV testing evolves beyond feasibility studies
to larger-scale implementation, objective data that
allow comparison of research and program experi-
ences are needed. Productive debate and translation
of knowledge is enhanced by transparent and consis-
tent use of common terminology that decreases the
likelihood of misinterpretation or ambiguity. The
existence of terminology ambiguity in relation to ED-
based HIV testing is already apparent in the litera-
ture,14,17,25 and thus it is timely to develop consensus
nomenclature and definitions. In November 2007, an
open-invitation panel of experts was convened in part
for that purpose.

Consensus Development and Process
An organizing committee of emergency researchers
with experience in ED-based HIV testing planned a
national meeting to systematically discuss key issues
related to ED-based HIV testing, including terminology
and definitions, guidelines for reporting practices and
research findings, ethical and regulatory issues, opera-
tional variables, and screening impact. The inaugural
conference of the National Emergency Department HIV
Testing Consortium convened in Baltimore, Maryland,
on November 12, 2007. Invitations to attend the confer-
ence were extended to those known by the conference
organizers to be involved in existing or planned ED-
based HIV testing at academic and community institu-
tions. Attendees were encouraged to further distribute
invitations to other potential participants from other
institutions. Selected leadership organizations were also
asked to send representatives. In total, there were 98
attendees at the conference, and 42 healthcare institu-
tions from around the country were represented.
Organizational representatives included those from
the Society for Academic Emergency Medicine (SAEM),
the American College of Emergency Physicians
(ACEP), the HIV Medicine Association (HIVMA), and
the CDC, as well as state health departments, advocacy
organizations, and foundations.

A primary goal of the conference was to develop
consensus definitions that would provide a common
lexicon for the reporting of results from ED-based HIV
testing research and clinical programs. A related goal

was to develop a reporting guideline using these con-
sensus definitions that would further characterize opti-
mal presentation and content when preparing
submissions relevant to ED-based HIV testing. Prior to
the meeting, the primary authors of this article pre-
pared a set of terms and definitions with an associated
draft reporting guideline for ED-based HIV testing
efforts, derived from their combined experiences and
knowledge of the field. All conference attendees were
encouraged to review a discussion guide, the draft defi-
nitions, the reporting guideline, and several pertinent
manuscripts,2,14,17 which were all distributed 1 month
prior to the conference. The discussion guide listed
questions that would be posed during the conference
and specifically highlighted key areas of likely contro-
versy, where there was known ambiguity and new
approaches were being proposed.

Conference attendees were divided into four groups
of 20–25 persons. Each group attended a 70-minute dis-
cussion session focused on development of consensus
definitions and reporting guidelines. Conference orga-
nizers formed the groups in advance of the meeting
and attempted to diversify the group composition to
provide a mixture of persons from different academic,
clinical, and institutional backgrounds. Each group ses-
sion was led by a trained focus-group facilitator, and
the session proceedings were recorded by video tape,
audio tape, and a scribe. One of four moderators (MSL,
CJL, JSH, RER; the primary authors) was present at
each of the sessions to answer questions and provide
any needed clarification about the definitions, the intent
of the project, and the scope of the discussion sessions.

The focus group facilitator used a structured guide
to direct discussion. Participants were first asked to
initiate the discussion with any points they wanted to
raise about content, scope, or consensus process. Fol-
lowing these discussions, the facilitators posed prede-
termined questions that the moderators believed
might be the most controversial or contain areas of
ambiguity.

After the consensus conference, the primary authors
reviewed all comments recorded by the scribe and
facilitator. In addition, the lead author reviewed the ses-
sion recordings to ensure that the scribe and facilitator
records accurately and completely reflected the
discussion content. The primary authors then revised
the definitions according to input from conference
participants. Conference participants were sent
electronic copies of the revised definitions for further
review using an electronic listserv, in the attempt to not
only promote critique, but further public discussion.

After reviewing further critiques and then finalizing
the consensus definitions, the first draft of this article
was developed by the primary authors and distributed
to the larger group of core authors for further revision.
Finally, the draft was distributed to all conference
participants, including organizational representatives,
for final comment to ensure that it ultimately reflected
consensus. This article contains the final version of the
terms and definitions developed via the consensus
process described. A follow-up article utilizing these
definitions will serve to provide the detailed consensus
guideline for reporting on ED HIV testing.
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CONSENSUS DEFINITIONS

The global organization of the consensus definitions is
illustrated in Figure 1, which shows the categorization

of key steps in the HIV testing process according to
setting, procedures for recruitment and consent,
postconsent program methods, and outcome measures.

Setting

Patient Selection

Consent

Testing Methods

Preresult Communication

Postresult Communication

Outcome Measures

Setting (Table 1)

Recruitment and Consent (Table 2)

Postconsent Program Methods (Table 3)

Outcome Measures (Table 4)

ED HIV Testing Process Elements

Key Summary Measures (Table 5)

Figure 1. Article organization. ED = emergency department; HIV = human immunodeficiency virus.

Table 1
Consensus Definitions and Core Theoretical Constructs: Setting

Geography and Epidemiology

Geographic location According to the US Census Bureau, regional designation such as East, West, North, or
South and classification of urban or rural.

HIV ⁄AIDS epidemiology Estimated burden of HIV and ⁄or AIDS within the population. Available measures may
be known, reported, or estimated and specific to prevalent infections (known and
unknown diagnoses), prevalent cases (known diagnoses), incident cases (new diagno-
ses that may include both prevalent and incident infections), and incident infections
(new infections whether or not diagnosed cases).

Regional population Population of the larger region in which an ED is located (e.g., metropolitan statistical
area, county, etc.).

Local population Population from which visits to a given ED typically arise.
ED population Population of individual patients visiting a given ED.

Facility

Institution type Institution type is defined in terms of the primary focus of mission and operations. This
includes community hospital (patient care), teaching hospital (patient care + educa-
tion), and academic hospital (patient care + education + research).

ED environment ED mission (if different from institution) including affiliation with accredited EM
residency, size (number of established beds and annual patient visit census),
predisposition to HIV prevention and ⁄or history of ED HIV testing, affiliation with
infectious diseases or public health entities, and description of the general
demographics of the patient population served.

HIV Testing Program

ED HIV testing program Any systematic approach to testing for HIV infection in the ED.

Program funding ⁄ resources Resource support for HIV testing in the ED, whether direct or indirect, categorized
according to external or internal direct program funding, indirect support (i.e., labora-
tory services or administrative oversight), reimbursement for patient care, and clinical
or research support.

Program staffing Personnel charged with various activities required for HIV testing, subdivided by
training and expertise, hours of availability, role in testing program, and extent to
which they are allocated specifically to HIV testing (exogenous staff) or employed
solely as part of regular ED clinical operations (native staff).

Program regulations Procedures required by national, state, or local law or other regulatory authority or by
hospital or departmental policy.

AIDS = acquired immunodeficiency syndrome; ED = emergency department; EM = emergency medicine; HIV = human
immunodeficiency virus.
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Each of these four content areas is linked to related
tables of terminology and corresponding definitions
(Tables 1–4). A table defining key summary measures of
the testing process is also provided (Table 5). No fur-
ther text accompanying the definitions is provided, as
they are designed to be self-explanatory. Accordingly,
detailed review of problems in prior terminology or
specific justifications of each new term or definition are
not provided in this report. Notably, conference partici-

pants consistently expressed the need for clarification
of terminology and demonstrated the ability to achieve
consensus via discussion.

Utility and Limitations of Consensus Definitions
The suggested utility of these terms and definitions is to
provide a blueprint for conceptualizing and describing
ED-based HIV testing. The framework outlined here
should accelerate knowledge translation by providing a

Table 2
Consensus Definitions and Core Theoretical Constructs: Recruitment and Consent

Patient Selection Strategies and Criteria

Diagnostic testing Selection or intended selection of patients because of clinical signs and symptoms
suspected to be due to HIV infection. Testing might be specifically intended to include
detection of acute seroconversion, HIV, and ⁄or AIDS.

Screening Testing for reasons other than signs and symptoms possibly attributable to HIV
infection.

Targeted Selection or intended selection of all patients from among a defined subpopulation that
are thought to have an increased likelihood of infection when compared to the base
population.

Nontargeted Selection or intended selection of any patient within the available population without
respect to risk, but not intended to comprehensively include every available patient.

Universal Selection or intended selection of all patients in the available population on a
nontargeted basis; intended to comprehensively include every available patient.

Mandatory offering The offer of HIV testing is mandated by regulatory or legal authority.
Intended selection criteria The criteria that are intended to be used in the execution of the patient selection

strategy.
HIV Consent

Mandatory testing HIV testing in a situation where the patient does not have the right to decline (e.g., if
court mandated, prior to blood or organ donation, some exposure situations).

Implied consent The patient is assumed to have consented for HIV testing by virtue of receiving care in a
medical setting. There are no consent elements specific to HIV testing.

Voluntary consent The patient: 1) has decision making capacity, 2) is aware of the testing prior to it being
performed, and 3) has the right and opportunity to decline testing. Some form of
independent consent process is required, whether integrated into a general consent
for medical care or performed separately.

Default assumption of patient willingness to undergo testing

Opt-in Testing presented so the patient would be expected to understand the default is to not
test unless he or she states agreement. Assent is not inferred unless the patient agrees
to testing.

Opt-out Testing presented so that the patient would be expected to understand the default is to
test unless he or she declines. Assent is inferred unless the patient declines testing.

Patient awareness of right not to undergo testing

Implicit Although the patient has the right to decline HIV testing, his or her understanding of
that right is assumed without specific and reliable patient notification of that right.

Explicit The patient is explicitly and reliably notified of his or her right to decline HIV testing.

Patient indication of willingness to be tested

Verbal The patient indicates his or her assent (or absence of refusal) by verbal (or absence of
verbal) comment. This does not refer to what consent information is given, or the
format in which it is transmitted.

Signed The patient indicates his or her consent (or absence of refusal) by his ⁄her signature
or mark. This does not refer to what consent information is given, or whether that
information is written.

Integration with consent process for general medical care

Integrated Notification of the possibility of HIV testing occurs as part of the process by which
general consent for medical care is obtained. This may be on a separate form or may
be combined with other forms.

Separate Notification of the possibility of HIV testing is separate from the process by which
general consent for medical care is obtained by differences in either personnel obtain-
ing consent, timing of consent, or location where consent obtained.

AIDS = acquired immunodeficiency syndrome; HIV = human immunodeficiency virus.
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common lexicon to facilitate discussion and interpreta-
tion of what would otherwise be an ambiguous
evidence base. Clarity of discourse should enhance site-
specific operational planning as ED HIV testing
expands. These definitions are not themselves sufficient
to constitute a reporting guideline; the definitions will
determine the terminology used in reporting, but do
not specify what is reported. Accordingly, an article
that fully describes consensus guidelines for ED HIV
testing reporting will be developed.

It is important to note that these definitions are not
intended as a dictum for ways in which HIV testing

should be conducted. No element of this guideline is
designed to promote or detract from past, current, or
future clinical or operational practice. Some definitions
are not likely to be relevant to contemporary or future
emergency medicine (EM) practice (i.e., mandatory test-
ing) and are included to clarify alternate terms. Further,
future studies or reports of ED HIV testing may not
include all or even the majority of elements described
herein. Finally, the definitions were not developed with
consideration of operational practices specific to postex-
posure situations and therefore do not necessarily per-
tain to HIV testing after blood or body fluid exposures.

Table 3
Consensus Definitions and Core Theoretical Constructs: Postconsent ProgramMethods

Testing and Assay

Assay Diagnostic device used. Categorized according to:
• Specimen type (e.g. blood, oral fluid)
• Method of obtaining specimen (e.g. swab, finger stick, venipuncture)
• Speed or time from test to result availability
• Type of assay (e.g., antibody, antigen, nucleic acid)
• Name of assay and manufacturer
• Time and expertise requirement for performing assay (e.g., number of process steps,

difficulty, specialist skills required)
• Regulation and oversight (e.g., ED, hospital laboratory, health department, Clinical

Laboratory Improvement Amendments [CLIA], manufacturer)
• Location of processing (e.g., point-of-care bedside, point-of-care ED-based

laboratory ⁄ ’’near-patient,’’ non-ED hospital laboratory, laboratory not on hospital campus)
Rapid assay Results expected to be available during ED encounter.
Conventional assay Results not expected to be available until after the ED encounter.

ED test Initial assay employed during index visit.
Additional test Any repeat, confirmatory, or other testing during or after initial ED test, further categorized by

assay type, timing, and location where performed.
Anonymous testing Personal identifiers are not recorded, nor associated with the result.
Confidential testing The person being tested for HIV provides his or her name and other identifying information.

Preresult Communication

Testing process information Basic information about HIV, its illness, and the testing assay. May also include related
information such as the epidemiology of HIV infection, current public health recommenda-
tions, or other testing options. Minimally intensive and not individualized.

Education General information about HIV specific to transmission and risk reduction intended to increase
health literacy. May not be highly individualized, and falls short of the rigorous requirements
for prevention counseling or motivation of behavior change.

Prevention counseling An interactive process of assessing risk, recognizing specific behaviors that increase the risk,
and developing a plan to take specific steps to reduce risks. Highly individualized and
expected to motivate behavior change.

Postresult Communication and Methods

Patient result notification Process by which the patient is provided with his or her test result, categorized by methods,
assigned personnel, timing, and mode of delivery (e.g., in person, by mail, or by phone) and
assay result.

Postresult information Basic information about HIV, the illness caused by HIV, and any other information needed to
understand the individual test result.

Referral Appointments made or referrals given, categorized by assay result, and intended service or
provider ⁄ agency.

Passive referral Giving the patient information by which they may seek subsequent services.
Active referral Actively working to ensure that patients receive care subsequent to their ED visit, such as

making an appointment for them and ⁄or attempted remediation of any failed referral or
linkage to care.

Result documentation Any method by which results are documented, including the personnel responsible, location
of storing results, regulatory controls on subsequent access to results, and any other
pertinent regulations.

Result disclosure Transmission of test results to an outside entity (e.g., at-risk partners, healthcare entity)
categorized by systematic or indication based, receiving entity, and assay result. Does not
refer to patient result notification.

Result reporting Transmission of test results to public health authority to satisfy surveillance requirements.

ED = emergency department; HIV = human immunodeficiency virus.
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Table 4
Consensus Definitions and Core Theoretical Constructs: Outcome Measures

Program Operations

Program costs Defined generally and variably to include any accounted or estimated monetary or
resource expenditure, categorized as directly allocable costs, indirect costs, and costs
charged to patient or third-party payers.

Presumed selection criteria Any patient factors pertinent to intended selection criteria and known prior to the test
offer that might have or are assumed to have influenced selection in the absence of
specific documentation of the precise motivating factors for testing.

Reasons test offered Actual selection criteria that are known to have motivated the offering of a test to a
given patient (i.e., the precise indication(s) leading to testing specifically documented).

Patient Characteristics

Risk profile Factors known about the patient that are pertinent to likelihood of HIV infection. This
may include factors recognized before or after the test was made available.

Reasons for declining Explanations provided by patients for why they did not want to be tested.

HIV Assay Results

Negative Any test result from an assay that has no indication of HIV infection.
Indeterminate Any test result from an assay that does not differentiate between the presence or

absence of HIV infection.
Reactive Any positive test result from an assay that is not approved or accepted as equivalent to

a confirmatory test.
Confirmed positive Any positive test result from an approved and accepted confirmatory assay indicating

that the patient is infected with HIV.
Unknown result Any testing process for which there is not an available result. This includes rapid assays

that are positive or negative but read after the recommended time window for reading
the test has expired.

Stage of Illness

Acute HIV infection Patient has been infected with HIV but has not completed the development of an initial
immunologic response.

Suspected Clinician suspicion of acute HIV infection based on clinical signs or symptoms
Presumed Positive virologic test for previously undiagnosed patient not under HIV treatment with

concurrently or subsequently obtained negative or indeterminate serologic test.
Confirmed Evidence of acute seroconversion ultimately followed by a confirmed HIV diagnosis.

Recent infection Evidence of recent infection by Serological Testing Algorithm for Recent HIV
Seroconversion (STARHS)26,27 or other validated method.

Chronic infection Patient infected with HIV without evidence of recent or acute infection.
Early diagnosis CD4 count measured at some point after diagnosis but before therapy that exceeds the

CD4 threshold when antiretroviral therapy is routinely recommended.
Intermediate diagnosis CD4 count measured at some point after diagnosis but before therapy that is below the

CD4 threshold for when therapy is routinely recommended, but above 200 cells ⁄ lL in
a patient with no opportunistic illness at initial HIV diagnosis or within the subsequent
year.

Late diagnosis CD4 count within 90 days of diagnosis of less than 200 cells ⁄ lL or opportunistic illness
at initial HIV diagnosis or within the subsequent year.

Result Notification and Linkage

Result notification Receipt of test result by the patient.
Successful notification Result notification within 14 days (conventional testing) or during ED visit (rapid

testing).
Delayed notification Result notification more than 14 days (conventional testing) or after ED visit, whether

hospitalized or discharged (rapid testing).
Unsuccessful notification No indication that the patient was notified of his or her test result.

Linkage Any indication of the patient having received intended HIV related care in a nonemer-
gency setting. Categorized by linkage timing and process by which linkage occurs.

Linkage timing
Successful linkage Linkage less than 30 days after the initial ED encounter. Includes patients hospitalized

after the ED encounter, provided that the inpatient physician was aware of the
diagnosis while the patient was in the hospital.

Delayed linkage Linkage between 30 and 90 days after the initial ED encounter.
Unsuccessful linkage Lack of patient linkage within 90 days after the initial ED encounter.

Linkage process
Independent Linkage by the patient independent of any referral process available.
Direct linkage Linkage as a result of active or passive referral process by ED testing program.
Indirect linkage Linkage as a result of efforts of entities other than ED testing program.
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The definitions are intended to have real or potential
utility within the context of EM and may not be com-
pletely compatible with other healthcare settings.
Where these definitions differ from what has been used
previously, changes were deemed necessary to be
responsive to the EM context. Despite these caveats,
the consensus process included participants from a
diversity of public health and healthcare backgrounds,
and many of the clarifications contained herein may
ultimately prove valuable to those involved with testing
in other settings as well.

Several key terms deserve special comment.

• The definitions differentiate between ‘‘testing’’ and
‘‘screening.’’ When referring to general processes
where no distinction is being made, we chose to use
the more general term ‘‘testing’’ as it relates to an
HIV test being performed. However, the concepts of
testing and screening are not interchangeable and
are distinctly defined in this article (see Table 2).

• The term ‘‘routine’’ was judged by consensus to be
ambiguous and problematic. For example, ‘‘routine’’

Table 4
Continued

Program Populations

Eligible population ED patients for whom it is permissible to provide HIV testing according to all local,
state, and national policies.

Target population Eligible ED patients according to patient selection strategy and intended selection
criteria of program.

Offered population Eligible patients who were offered testing according to actual selection criteria.
Declining population Eligible patients offered testing and who declined to be tested.
Consenting population Eligible patients offered testing and who agreed to be tested.

Tested population Consenting patients who were actually tested.
Population negative Tested patients who had a negative test result.
Population indeterminate Tested patients who had an indeterminate test result.
Population preliminarily positive Tested patients who had a preliminary positive test result.
Population confirmed positive Tested patients who had a confirmatory positive test result.
Population newly positive Tested patients who had a confirmatory positive test result and are not previously

known to be positive.
Population previously positive Tested patients who have a confirmatory positive test result who were known to be

previously diagnosed as positive.
Discharged population Tested patients discharged from the ED after initial evaluation, categorized by test

result.
Admitted population Tested patients observed or admitted to hospital after initial evaluation, categorized by

test result.
Notified population Tested patients successfully notified, categorized by test result and method of

notification.
Linked population Tested patients successfully linked, categorized by test result, method of linkage, and

intended service or provider ⁄ agency.

ED = emergency department; HIV = human immunodeficiency virus.

Table 5
Key Summary Measures

Proportion consenting Proportion of offered population that consented to testing.
Proportion ED population tested Proportion of ED population tested.
Proportion target population tested Proportion of target population tested.
Cost per patient tested Estimated program costs divided by the number of tested patients.
Proportion receiving confirmatory testing Proportion of population preliminary positive that receives confirmatory testing.
Proportion positive Proportion of population tested that are confirmed to be positive.
Positive predictive value of
preliminary positive assay

Among patients for whom confirmatory test information is available, the proportion
of preliminary positive test results that are confirmed to be positive.

Proportion successfully notified Proportion of population tested who are successfully notified of their results,
categorized by test result.

Proportion newly positive—
or program prevalence

Proportion of population tested who are confirmed to be positive and not known to
be previously diagnosed.

Proportion linked positives Proportion of newly positive population successfully linked to care.
Confirmed positive CD4 count Median value of CD4 counts obtained within 90 days of index test for population

newly positive.
Proportion late diagnoses Proportion of population newly positive who have late diagnosis.
Cost per positive Estimated program costs divided by the number of newly positive persons.
Cost per linked positive Estimated program costs divided by the number of newly positive persons who were

linked to care.

ED = emergency department.
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can refer to either: 1) the selection of patients with-
out respect to their acknowledged risk factors (i.e.,
nontargeted or universal selection criteria); 2) less-
exceptional testing practices such as opt-out consent;
or 3) both of these.14 As such, the term cannot pre-
cisely describe any specific process element. While
potentially useful in a general sense to broadly indi-
cate movements toward less exceptional testing, it is
not included as a distinct term herein.

• The term ‘‘informed’’ is not defined or tied by these
definitions to the term ‘‘consent.’’ By consensus, it
was deemed impossible to define ‘‘informed’’ in a
manner that is consistent, precise, and free from sig-
nificant controversy. However, the term ‘‘informa-
tion’’ is defined. Consequently, the testing process
may be understood in terms of the manner and con-
tent of information provided; whether any described
process would result in the patient being adequately
informed remains a matter of interpretation and local
regulation.

• By consensus, the term ‘‘written’’ was also suffi-
ciently ambiguous to preclude precise definition and
is therefore not included. ‘‘Written’’ has been used to
refer to the format in which information was pro-
vided, the manner in which consent is documented,
and ⁄or who (patient or provider) documented the
consent. Instead, components of information transfer
are herein defined in terms of ‘‘preresult informa-
tion’’ and ‘‘program regulations’’ and the term
‘‘signed’’ is used to indicate the patient’s written sig-
nature or mark (Table 2).

• There was difficulty in selecting a single term to
encompass the practice of screening patients without
respect to their established risk (i.e., the alternative
to targeted screening). The term ‘‘universal’’ is well-
understood in perinatal screening and has historical
precedent. However, it is possible that no EM
screening program will ever succeed in universally
screening all available patients. Recognizing this, it is
entirely plausible that an ED would implement
screening on a nontargeted basis without the expec-
tation that all, or even most, of the available popula-
tion would be screened. Indeed, there have already
been several published examples of nontargeted ED
screening programs that would not be accurately
described with regard to intended or actual approach
as ‘‘universal.’’13,15,18,21 Ultimately, participants
agreed that both terms should be defined. As such,
while both terms refer to the nontargeted selection
of patients, ‘‘universal’’ denotes the degree to which
the process would be systematic and reasonably
intended to be comprehensive, versus ‘‘nontargeted’’,
which refers to selection of any patient within the
available population without respect to likelihood of
infection but does not imply the expectation of
comprehensive inclusion of every available patient
(Table 2).

• The consensus definitions do not include a detailed
description of criteria that constitute targeted patient
selection. This is in accordance with the pre-
specified intent to avoid the provision of operational
guidance; targeting practices and criteria remain in
evolution. We have defined the terms ‘‘intended

selection criteria,’’ ‘‘presumed selection criteria,’’ and
‘‘reasons test offered,’’ which will allow clear discus-
sion and reporting of the criteria used in a given
practice setting.

• The definitions are intended to apply to registered
ED patients, and the term ‘‘patient’’ is used through-
out. The term ‘‘patient’’ is general and can refer
to each registered visit by individuals to the ED or to
a single person for whom there can be multiple ED
visits. However, by consensus, the subset of out-
comes and key summary measures (Tables 4 and 5)
involving confirmed positive patients defines
‘‘patient’’ only in terms of unique persons and not
ED visits.

CONCLUSIONS

By examining the diversity of factors relevant to the
operation of ED-based HIV testing programs, the com-
plexity and variability inherent in the process become
apparent. The definitions provided in this article reflect
consensus opinions provided by a convened group of
ED clinicians and researchers, public health officials,
HIV medicine clinicians, HIV advocates, and other
groups. The purpose of the conceptual framework out-
lined here is to enhance translation of HIV testing to
clinical practice by providing a common lexicon to aid
interpretation of these programs and research efforts.
A standardized nomenclature with which to describe
implementation and research in ED HIV testing should
facilitate and accelerate knowledge translation as insti-
tutions experiment and report on novel approaches to
ED HIV testing.
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